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Abstract The daily rainfall data for the twentieth century, from
three stations across the region, constitute the basis for statistical
analysis. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio makes it difficult
to find any significant departure from the simplest null hypothesis of the stability of the rain record at individual stations in
northeast India. Only the coarsest possible view, i.e. comparing
the two halves of the century, provided strongly significant
results in the numbers of days with extreme rain. Using a more
general approach, the number of Fourier transform extreme
amplitudes also differed significantly. Increasingly heavy events
during the summer monsoon season, and partly in the pre- and
post-monsoon seasons, are offset by a weakening in the winter
monsoon season, so that the annual mean rainfall does not show
a significant trend over the Meghalaya Hills. Apart from a greater
number of years with noticeable extreme rainfall events in the
second half of the twentieth century, we can also observe a more
pronounced quasi-periodicity of 10–20 and 30–60 days during
the same period. The detection of the latter periodicity indicates
that the Madden–Julian oscillation plays an important role in the
formation of extreme rainfall events over the Meghalaya Hills
during extreme monsoon years.

1 Introduction
Climate model studies show that an increase in global surface
temperature, as a result of the increase in greenhouse gases,
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can lead to an increase in the magnitude and frequency of
extreme precipitation events (Hennessey et al. 1997; Meehl
et al. 2000; Trenberth et al. 2003; IPCC Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change 2007). The severe rains have a
substantial socio-economic impact in tropical areas which
are dependent on agriculture and prone to natural hazards
such as flooding and mass movements. Thus, in recent decades in India, many authors have analysed extreme rainfall
series for periods of different lengths, using data from different
rain-gauge networks and a variety of methods (Rakhecha and
Soman 1994; Dhar and Nandargi 1995; Roy and Balling
2004; Goswami et al. 2006; Rajeevan et al. 2008;
Guhathakurta et al. 2011).
Northeast India, where the Meghalaya Hills are located,
can be treated as a relatively separate region, with summer
monsoon rainfall weakly correlated or out of phase with that
of peninsular India (Mooley and Shukla 1987; Parthasarathy
et al. 1987; Sontakee and Singh 1996; Guhathakurta and
Rajeevan 2008; Guhathakurta et al. 2011). The area receives
high rainfall (the annual mean approximately 2,066 mm with a
coefficient of variation of 8.6 %), but its large spatiotemporal
variation, related to multiscale interaction with topography,
results in difficulties in the detection of trends in extreme rain
events (Parthasarathy et al. 1995; Goswami et al. 2010). Trend
analysis for the annual and seasonal rainfall series thus shows
these to be very stable, with no change in the rainfall in NE
India during at least the past 150 years. These stable conditions are seen not only on a regional scale but also at subdivision and station levels (Prokop and Walanus 2003; Dash
et al. 2012; Jain et al. 2013). Dash et al. (2009), using highresolution daily gridded rainfall data for the period 1951–
2004, examined the changes in the number of rain events of
different durations and intensities in the whole of India as well
as over its homogeneous regions. They found that the frequency of heavy rain days and moderate rain days increased
and decreased, respectively (significant at 5 % level), in
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northeast India in both the monsoon and post-monsoon seasons. Further study of changes in the long and short spells of
different rain intensities shows that short spells of heavyintensity rain have risen and those of moderate intensity have
decreased during the summer monsoon over northeast India in
the past 50 years (Dash et al. 2011). However, it should be
mentioned that Goswami et al. (2010), in their analysis of
daily rainfall data from 15 stations between April and October
in NE India, for the period from 1975 to 2006, found a
decreasing trend of extreme events with more than 150 mm
rainfall per day and that this exceeded the 99th percentile. This
is in contrast to a detected increasing trend of such events in
central India (Goswami et al. 2006) and in the whole of India
(Dash et al. 2009; Dash et al. 2011).
The interaction between large-scale circulation and the
local topography plays a crucial role in determining the spatial
distribution of rainfall over the Meghalaya Hills (Prokop and
Walanus 2003; Murata et al. 2007). They form the first orographic barrier for the humid southwest monsoon winds, on
their way from the Bay of Bengal to the Himalayas (Fig. 1).
The annual rainfall distribution pattern is strongly controlled
by the southern escarpment of the Meghalaya plateau. It varies
from 6,000 mm in the southern foothills to 11,000–
12,000 mm (the average summer monsoon total 8,408 mm)
in Cherrapunji (1,300 m a.s.l.). Rainfall then decreases with
distance from the southern edge of the plateau, to 2,200 mm
(the average summer monsoon total 1,470 mm) in Shillong
(1,598 m a.s.l.) and only 1,600 mm (the average summer
monsoon total 1,074 mm) in Gauhati (54 m a.s.l.), located in
the Brahmaputra valley. About 80 % of the annual rainfall
occurs between June and September. The Meghalaya Hills
represent only 2 % by area of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and
Meghna basins, though they account for about 20–25 %
of the rainfall input between March and June (Hofer
1997). The rainfall over the southern slopes of the
Meghalaya Hills is thus very important in the flood processes noted in Bangladesh (Hofer and Messerli 2006;
Murata et al. 2008). Dhar and Nandargi (2000) also include the northeast as being among the flood-prone areas
in which the majority of floods in India occur.
Studies at individual stations over the Meghalaya Hills
have concentrated mainly on the very high rainfall at
Cherrapunji (Dhar and Farooqui 1973; Thapliyal and
Kulshrestha 1992; Dhar and Nandargi 1996; Starkel and
Singh 2004; Guhathakurta 2007; Murata et al. 2007; Soja
and Starkel 2007). Cherrapunji holds the world record for
high rainfall, which is of durations of between 31 days and
2 years, over the period of 150 years. Between August 1860
and July 1861, the station recorded 26,461 mm of rain
(Jennings 1950). Most authors agree that orography is the
main cause of the enormous rainfall at this station. However,
other factors which support enhanced rainfall are also mentioned, such as the location of a monsoon trough in the
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foothills of the Himalayas, favouring a lifting of the southerly
flow over the steep southern side of the plateau (Murata et al.
2008); additional moisture extraction over the Bangladesh
wetlands during the flow of maritime moisture into the region
from the Bay of Bengal (Medina et al. 2010); and the maximization of the synoptic-scale low-pressure anomaly over the
Meghalaya (Romatschke and Houze 2011a). Recent analyses
of the δ18O and δD stable isotope content of rainwater from
Cherrapunji indicate that the monsoon air masses reach
Meghalaya mainly from the Bay of Bengal and, to some
extent, from the western part of the Arabian Sea
(Breitenbach et al. 2010). The northern Bay of Bengal is an
especially important source of the moisture transported over
the Meghalaya Hills.
This study aims to carry out a statistical analysis of the
temporal variability of extreme daily rainfall events over
the Meghalaya Hills during the twentieth century.
Attention is also paid to the role of the mountain barrier
in changes in the spatial distribution of extreme rainfall
during different seasons.

2 Data
The analysis of the temporal variability of rainfall was
carried out using data from the stations at Cherrapunji,
Shillong and Gauhati. These represent three contrasting
areas of the Meghalaya Hills, located across the plateau,
along the SW and NE monsoon circulations, and the path
of tropical cyclones. Daily rainfall data (1901–2000) for
the three stations were obtained from the National Data
Centre of the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD),
Pune. Gaps in the data were filled by copying directly
from the journal records available at the Regional
Meteorological Centre, in Gauhati, and the historical daily
rainfall records for India, printed annually by the
Meteorological Department.
Row examination of the time series referred to indicates no evidence of any pattern in the range of medium
and high frequencies. The departure from the null hypothesis of the stability of the rain record found at the lowest
frequency band is not very strong, necessitating the very
clear stating and fulfilling of the assumptions for the
statistical tests applied. This is why the simplest possible
method of time indication has been used. The daily rainfall data for the time span 1901–2000 were divided into
two halves, 1901–1950 and 1951–2000, in order to search
for any differences. This does not mean that there is any
strong boundary exactly at 1950. However, we were able
to detect that the two halves are different and a finer
division, into quarter centuries, reveals no new information in the rainfall pattern.

Variation in orographic extreme rain events over Meghalaya Hills
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Fig. 1 Location of the
Meghalaya Hills, with N–S
cross-section and seasonal rainfall
distribution for the period
1901–2000. Stations: G Gauhati,
S Shillong, C Cherrapunji;
Seasons: A winter, B premonsoon, C monsoon, D
post-monsoon

Analysis was performed independently for the four
climatic seasons that can be distinguished over northeast
India (Rao 1981a): winter (January–February), premonsoon (March–May), southwest monsoon (June–
September) and post-monsoon (October–December).

3 Statistical analysis
The variable to be statistically treated was the number of
days in which the rainfall (mm/day) fell into a specified
range. The authors decided to apply five boundaries, 5,
10, 50, 100 and 200 mm, which offered six nonoverlapping classes. This wide range includes all the three
stations which differ in average daily rainfall during the
period 1901–2000: Cherrapunji 31.2 mm, Shillong

6.1 mm and Gauhati 4.5 mm. Since the two halves of
the century for each station were compared separately, it
presents no problem that the presented numbers are distinctly unequal.
As an example, at Cherrapunji, the number of days
with rainfall above 200 mm during monsoon time, in
1901–2000, was 1,062. The actual number of days for
1951–2000 is 584. The latter number is higher than half
of that for the whole century (584>531=1,062/2); the
only question is whether it is significantly higher, statistically. For statistical testing, the null hypothesis is necessary. In this case, it is natural to state H0 as being that
the expected numbers of days in the two halves of the
century are equal. To perform a test, it has to be assumed
that the number of days conforms to the binomial probability distribution. The 1-week point of that assumption,
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Tropical cyclones, apart from convective rainfall caused by
mesoscale forcing, form an important feature of the weather
over northeast India including the Meghalaya Hills during
pre- and post-monsoon seasons (Rao 1981b; Subbaramayya
and Rao 1984; India Meteorological Department 2008; Singh
et al. 2011). Seasonal distribution of tropical cyclones is
related to the seasonal variations in the location of the monsoon trough over the Bay of Bengal (Alam et al. 2003).
Migration of the trough above open water facilitates the formation of depressions that sometimes initiate tropical

G

3.2 Pre-monsoon and post-monsoon

Pre-monsoon

Atmospheric circulation over the Meghalaya Hills in winter is
under the influence of the cool, dry winds of the NE monsoon.
Winter is the only season when statistically significant
increases in the rainfall events in any of the defined thresholds do not appear. The most significant value (z=−5.0) is
observed for the reductions in light rainfall events (0–
5 mm/day) at Cherrapunji. Also significant is a reduction in
light and moderate rainfall events (5–50 mm/day) at Shillong,
which is the most exposed to the winds of the NE monsoon.
At the same time, the total rainfall at Cherrapunji station is
twice as high as that in Shillong and Gauhati. We can therefore
presume that the local circulation plays an important role in
rainfall generation over the southern slope of the Meghalaya,
during the winter season. In the case of the Gauhati station, no
univocal tendency in rainfall structure is visible.

Winter

3.1 Winter

Rainfall (mm/day)

namely that the total number of days above 200 mm/day,
during the whole century, is also a random variable, was
checked by the Monte Carlo experiment that draws no
significant interference in the case of numbers of events,
such as in the example presented.
The probability (in one sense, it is the so-called p value)
was calculated for the random event, defined as attaining the
observed number of days (478) or smaller, assuming the total
number of days (1,062), and the probability of 0.5 of the
random contribution of the day to the second half century.
The obtained probability was transformed into the standardized normal variable, for better intelligibility, on account of the
fact that the probabilities obtained were also very low, which
would require many zeros to be presented.
It is worth remembering that, in the case of the normally
distributed variable, the probability of being lower than −1 or
higher than 1 is 0.32 and, for larger deviations, the probabilities are 2—0.046, 3—0.0027, 4—0.000063 and 5—
0.00000057. Accordingly, for absolute deviations larger than
2, statistical significance is reached, assuming α=0.05.
The results are presented in Table 1, for all the three stations
and four climatic seasons.

P. Prokop, A. Walanus
Table 1 Excess of number of days with the rainfall within given limits, during the second half of the twentieth century. The binomial variables were transformed (through p value) to the standardized
normal z variable (a positive value indicates a greater number of days of the given rainfall during the second half of the twentieth century)
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cyclones which move northward to the Bangladesh coast.
Higher daily rainfall rates in the pre-monsoon season, as
compared to the post-monsoon season (Fig. 2), are related to
the short, intense convective downpours that occur more
frequently between the end of March and May (Terao et al.
2008; Goswami et al. 2010). This progressive change in
rainfall character, from more convective to less convective
with a growing contribution of light rains, is already visible at
the end of the summer monsoon season and is continued
during the post-monsoon season (Romatschke et al. 2010;
Romatschke et al. 2011b).
At Cherrapunji, the changes in frequency of the rainfall pattern show a significant (z = −2.6) reduction in
light rains, and a close-to-significant (z=1.8) increase
in heavy rains, in the pre-monsoon season. A close-tosignificant increase in the frequency of extreme rain
events at Cherrapunji probably reflects an increase in
the trend of cyclone frequency over the North Indian
Ocean, including the Bay of Bengal, during the past
few decades (Singh et al. 2000; Webster et al. 2005).
Significant increasing trends were observed during
November and May, which are the main cyclone
months. Moreover, the frequency of severe cyclones
has increased at a faster rate, at approximately 20 %
per hundred years. However, an increase in the

Fig. 2 Mean daily seasonal
precipitation (mm/day),
constructed using the Tropical
Rainfall Measurement Mission
(TRMM) 2B31 from 1998 to
2009 at 5 km spatial resolution
(Bookhagen unpublished) for a
winter, b pre-monsoon, c
monsoon and d post-monsoon.
The white dots indicate rainfall
stations (cf. Fig. 1)
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frequency of heavy rains is not clearly visible during
the pre- and post-monsoon seasons at Shillong and
Gauhati. This is probably because the steep southern
slope of the plateau acts as a sufficiently resistant barrier to the cyclone, which thus has to expend its energy.
Hourly monitoring of spatial variability in the amount
and intensity of rainfall during the Sidr cyclone (15–16
November 2007) showed that the windward area at
Cherrapunji recorded 205 mm of rainfall in 40 h,
whereas the leeward area close to Gauhati recorded only
7.5 mm of rainfall in 11 h. During the cyclone, the total
amount of rainfall diminished from Cherrapunji, northwards, across the plateau from the windward side, at a
rate of 0.81 mm/km with an intensity of 0.254 mm/h/
km (Singh et al. 2011). This influenced the saturation
vapour pressure and consequently changed the rainfall
pattern over space. Thus, severe cyclones can cause
extreme rainfall at Cherrapunji, but only light rainfall
at Gauhati at the same time. These observations are also
confirmed by Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission
(TRMM) data, showing a narrow zone (only approximately 20 km wide) of the highest pre-monsoon mean
daily rainfall that is limited to the higher elevated central and southeastern edge of the plateau on which the
Cherrapunji station is situated (Fig. 2).
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3.3 Monsoon

3.4 Propagation of the high rainfall

The summer monsoon is the only season in which the
growth of the number of rainfall extreme days is statistically significant (the normal variable z = 3.2, for
Cherrapunji). The rainfall pattern of all the stations is
highly influenced by the southerly and southwesterly
winds. This is especially visible in the case of
Cherrapunji, with only 13 days without rain, on average, during the 4 months of the summer monsoon. The
frequency of heavy events (>200 mm/da y) at
Cherrapunji shows a significant increase, whereas that
of moderate and light rain shows a slight (z=−0.6; z=
−1.5) or significant (z= −2.4) reduction. The Shillong
and Gauhati stations thus show a similar pattern, with
a significant increase in heavy and light events, and a
significant reduction in moderate ones. The increase in
the number of days with a very small amount of rain
(0–5 mm/day) is the most statistically significant result
obtained in this study, with z=5.1 for Shillong and z=
4.7 for Gauhati (z=5 means p value=0.0000006).
The increase in the frequency of extreme rain events is
consistent with a detected increasing trend of high rainfall
events over central India (Goswami et al. 2006) and over the
whole of India, including northeast India (Dash et al. 2009), as
well as with model studies (Kitoh et al. 1997; Meehl et al.
2000; Trenberth et al. 2003, IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change 2007). A discrepancy with the detected decreasing trend of extreme events in northeast India by
Goswami et al. (2010) resulted from differences in the period
of data used (32 years between April and October) and the
method of defining extreme rain events (the number of events
in exceedance of the 99th percentile and daily rainfall
of above 150 mm). Also, data from Cherrapunji station
were not analysed in the mentioned paper. On the other
hand, the significant decreasing trend is observed in the
moderate rain days at all three stations. These results
agree with those reported by Goswami et al. (2006) where
they considered the limiting values for moderate rain day as 5
to 100 mm/day. Dash et al. (2009) also concluded that the
frequency of moderate rain days decreased (but not significantly) over northeast India.
The increase in the frequency of extreme events can be
associated with more warming of equatorial Indian Ocean
than northern latitudes of the tropics that reduced vertical wind
shear over the northern Indian Ocean and is thus responsible
for the intensified activity of the strongest cyclones (Elsner
et al. 2008; Krishna 2009). However, a significant reduction of
moderate rain events can be the effect of the weakening of the
summer monsoon circulation related to the reduction of the
strength of the wind field over peninsular India and the adjoining southern parts of the Bay of Bengal in the second half
of the twentieth century (Dash et al. 2009).

The propagation of the high rainfall from the southern edge of
the plateau (Cherrapunji) northward into Shillong and Gauhati
is evident. Some light on the relation between stations is shed
by the correlation of rainfall intensity. However, in order to
highlight the same interesting pattern, only the monsoon season was taken into account. The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for only those days when both the correlated sites had approached the given limit. Because
Cherrapunji had almost exactly five times the rainfall of
Shillong, the limit for Cherrapunji is five times that given in
Fig. 3 (and applied to Shillong and Gauhati).
The correlation coefficients presented in Fig. 3 are relatively precise, on account of the large number of data points, with
the exclusion of the case of the highest applied rainfall limits
of 64 and 128 mm/day, since there were few corresponding
days. As is evident, one feature of the result (Fig. 3) is the
consequent lowering of the correlation with the increasing
rainfall limit. The high correlation of 0.55 for light rainfall
events between Cherrapunji and Shillong probably reflects the
large stratiform rainfall systems which developed over the
Meghalaya during the monsoon season (Romatschke et al.
2011b; Goswami et al. 2010; Romatschke et al. 2010). These
large systems, with irregularly embedded convective cells
enhanced locally by orographic lifting, produce high rainfall
within an approximately 40-km-wide zone (twice as wide as
in the pre-monsoon season) at the southern part of the
Meghalaya. The highest rainfall is thus weakly correlated
between the Cherrapunji station and that at Shillong, which

Fig. 3 Pearson correlation of daily rainfall between Cherrapunji and
Shillong (C–S) and Shillong and Gauhati (S–G), in the monsoon season,
calculated for days when both correlated stations had more rain than the
limit presented on the horizontal axis; for Cherrapunji, the limit is actually
assumed to be five times larger, in order to equalize the three stations. The
thin lines are the ±1σ limits calculated by the bootstrapping method
(‘rainfall above some limit’ is the random variable, by no means normally
distributed, which excludes the standard significance calculation)
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is located at the northern margin of this zone. Consequently,
Gauhati, together with the Brahmaputra valley, is out of the
range of enhanced orographic lifting, so it rarely experiences
extreme rains.
The light rainfall (below 5–10 mm/day) at Shillong is also
weakly correlated with the rainfall at Gauhati, located on the
leeward side of the Meghalaya Hills. This finding suggests
that the increasing trends in the light rainfall at Shillong and
Gauhati in all seasons except winter can be the mesoscale
phenomena. It was found that convective heating associated
with the synoptic events interacts with the Himalayas and
generates southward-propagating gravity waves with a period
of about 24 h in northeast India (Goswami et al. 2010). The
strong updrafts associated with these waves produce deep
convection and rainfall, especially at stations located in
Brahmaputra valley such as Gauhati. It is important to note
the absence of gravity waves at Shillong located on top of the
Meghalaya Hills.
Direct observations and satellite measurements also indicate that urban areas are more likely to experience rainfall
compared to nonurban areas. The effect of urban-induced
rainfall was observed in northern Bangladesh (Yamane et al.
2010) and urban areas in India (Kishtawal et al. 2010; Mitra
et al. 2012; Vittal et al. 2013). Both Shillong (the capital of
Meghalaya with a population of 350,000 in 2011) and Gauhati
(the capital of Assam with a population of 968,000 in 2011)
are two of the most rapidly growing cities in India during the
second half of the twentieth century. Changes in their urban–
rural boundaries can have a feedback on the spatiotemporal
patterns of rainfall. This aspect needs further examination
based on the land use and population changes as well as
observations of mesoscale and local weather systems over
northeast India.
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Fig. 4 Spectrum of the daily rainfall in the monsoon period at
Cherrapunji. The experimental line is the average calculated from 100
individual spectra obtained from the individual monsoon years. The
polynomial model: A=−3.7×10−6 ×d4 +0.39×10−3 ×d3 −2×10−3 ×d2 −
0.88×d+32

series length, equal to the power of 2, is good for the FFT
algorithm, for numerical reasons, and is almost precisely the
length of the monsoon period. The result is presented for
Cherrapunji, which is directly exposed to the southwesterly
monsoon winds transporting moisture from the Bay of Bengal
(Fig. 5). A simple approach to the quantification of FFT
amplitude which is possible would be by the calculation of
how frequently it occurs. For example, let us define the
amplitude A40 such that 40 % of all amplitudes found in the
FFT results are higher (which, in fact, is a kind of quantile).

3.5 Instability of the pink noise spectrum of the summer
monsoon rainfall
In searching for some general spectral structure in the
rainfall, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to check
if the data were close to white, red or pink noise (Fig. 4). Each
monsoon season of all the 100 available years was independently FFT transformed. It appeared that, while very close to
those of the pink noise, the spectra were less smooth in the
second half of the twentieth century. The number of amplitudes above some defined level was treated as a measure of
rainfall time series instability of some kind. It is not a question
of systematic periodical patterns, however. The frequencies of
higher amplitudes change from year to year. What is evident is
that there are more seemingly ‘spectral lines’ in the second
half of the twentieth century. That corollary needs to be
statistically proved.
The fast Fourier transform was applied to each year independently of the 128-day-long monsoon period. The time

Fig. 5 Fourier transform of monsoon periods at Cherrapunji, as calculated separately for each year between 1901 and 2000 (marked boundary
in 1951). The colour indicates the amplitude attributed to the harmonic
components of the different frequencies (periods)
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Accordingly, in the graphical representation in Fig. 5, the
amplitude A40 is represented by a colour, such that 40 % of
the figure area is of that colour or more yellow or red. For
Cherrapunji, the number of amplitudes above A40 in the
second half of the century is significantly higher in comparison with the first half. The significance is at the level of z=4.0
(p=0.00004). Starting with the slightly lower amplitudes, i.e.
all those higher than A60 (60 %), the significance is lower,
z=2.2, and for A75, z=1.6. For amplitude boundaries higher
than A40, for example A10, the significance level keeps its
value, even approaching z=4.9 at A01 (1 %; there are 53 such
amplitudes in the 1951–2000 period, as against 13 in the
1901–1950 period).
Since there are generally higher amplitudes at low frequencies
(the pink noise), it would be expected that the high amplitudes
counted derive from that part of the spectrum. It is true, however,
that the more significant differences in the numbers of high
amplitudes were obtained when the high-frequency halves of
the spectrum were brought into the calculations. The most significant result comes from the calculation of the proportion of the
number of high amplitudes in the two halves of the century, when
only high frequencies were used (i.e. periods shorter than 4 days).
This is so for amplitude A06 and is z=6.0, namely there are 235
greater amplitudes in 1951–2000, as against 121 in 1901–1950.
The proportion remains significant for the broad range of amplitudes, from A00.1 to A40.
Results such as those presented in Fig. 5 enable easy,
common sense reasoning about whether some red points do,
indeed, indicate the significant presence of a periodic component. Stated simply, there is no visible, consequent pattern in
the form of horizontal lines lasting for a minimum of 2 years.
The evident vertical lines indicate years with high rainfall. The
highest annual rainfall in the twentieth century, of 22,763 mm,
was recorded at Cherrapunji in 1974. For that year, the three
consecutive amplitudes prevail (Fig. 5), for quasi-periods in
the range of 10–20 and 30–60 days (the period covers both
upward and downward oscillation, as in the sine function).
Generally, in the second half of the twentieth century, we
observe a greater number of years with high amplitudes, such
as in 1974 (i.e. more extreme rainfall events), and the quasiperiodicity is more pronounced for excess monsoon years.
Previous studies have shown that the 10–20-day (quasibiweekly) rainfall oscillation, associated with the westwardmoving monsoon lows generated over the Bay of Bengal, is
dominant over northeast India, including the Meghalaya Hills
and Bangladesh (Ohsawa et al. 2000; Murata et al. 2007),
while the 30–60-day periodicity (known as the Madden–
Julian oscillation, MJO) is strongest for areas located in southern India (south of 23 °N) (Hartmann and Michelsen 1989;
Kripalani et al. 2004; Kulkarni et al. 2009). We defined excess
and deficient monsoon years as one standard deviation departure from the long-term rainfall mean (1901–2000). Based on
this criterion, there are 14 excess monsoons (1918, 1938,
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1951, 1954, 1960, 1963, 1964, 1970, 1974, 1984, 1987,
1988, 1995, 1998) and 11 deficient monsoons (1904, 1908,
1909, 1925, 1944, 1957, 1961, 1962, 1967, 1978, 1980)
during the period 1901–2000. Considering harmonic oscillations in the interesting ranges of T=10–20 days and
T=30–60 days, it is expected that the higher amplitudes
will occur in the second half of the twentieth century. This
hypothesis is confirmed by T test (Table 2), with not very
strong, however, consistent resulting p values. In excess,
deficient, normal, and all monsoon years, the amplitude is
higher. However, a statistically significant higher amplitude is only for all and excess monsoon years in the case
of the period of 30–60 days, as well as for deficient
monsoon years, for the 10–20-day periodicity. Our analysis indicates that the northward-propagating component of
the 30–60-day oscillation from the equatorial Indian
Ocean was more active over the Meghalaya Hills in the
second half of the twentieth century. This is especially
visible during extreme monsoon years.
Recently, some studies have discussed a mechanism of
rainfall variation associated with an intraseasonal oscillation,
through analysis of rainfall diurnal cycle. The use of a weather
research and forecasting regional model revealed that the
strong southwesterly winds in the lower troposphere transport
moisture which triggers forced lifting and brings orographic
rainfall to the southern slope of the Meghalaya Hills during the
active period of quasi-biweekly oscillation, as observed also
by the TRMM (Sato 2013). Moreover, the low-level jet
appearing at 900 hPa accelerates the preexisting southwesterly
flow and is responsible for the evening to early morning
maximum of rainfall. In contrast, low-level wind during the
inactive period is too weak to reach the condensation level
over the southern slope of the Meghalaya Hills. Also, the
analysis of the amplitude of the diurnal cycle of rainfall shows
that morning rainfall becomes 1.5 times greater than the
rainfall mean during the active MJO phase in coastal areas
of tropical regions (Rauniyar and Walsh 2011). In the case of
India, break summer monsoon conditions (periods of deficient
rainfall over the Indian subcontinent but high rainfall over
northeast India) are well associated with the active MJO
phases (Pai et al. 2011). Because the MJO oscillation,
Table 2 p value of Student’s T test which examines if the amplitudes of
periodicity, within given limits, for monsoon periods at Cherrapunji are
higher during the second half of the twentieth century (compare also
Fig. 5). Statistically significant values (α=0.05) are in italics
Range of periods T (days)

10–20

30–60

All monsoon years
Excess monsoon years
Deficient monsoon years
Normal monsoon years

0.09
0.17
0.040
0.14

0.036
0.021
0.24
0.39
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strongest in southern India, has been found to be gradually
increasing during the last four decades of the twentieth century
(Joshi and Pandey 2011), it is probable that it plays an increasing role in the presence of years with heavy rainfall over
the plateau. However, to understand the influence of the MJO
on the modulation of heavy rainfall over the Meghalaya Hills,
further studies of the diurnal rainfall cycle are needed.

4 Conclusions
Analysis of daily rainfall data in the twentieth century over the
Meghalaya Hills shows that, notwithstanding the general view
that annual and seasonal rainfall is trendless and mainly random in nature, some significant changes in rainfall structure
do, indeed, occur over an extended period of time. A weakening of the NE monsoon and strengthening of the SW monsoon
are visible through the statistical analysis of the rainfall pattern
in four climatic seasons during the twentieth century. The
winter season is dominated by a slight but significant reduction in almost all kinds of rain events at all the stations from
which data were analysed. In the pre- and post-monsoon
seasons at Cherrapunji, the changes in the frequency of rainfall pattern remain those of the monsoon season, though
without propagation northwards across the Meghalaya Hills.
A statistically significant increase in the frequency of extreme
rain events and a significant reduction in low and moderate
events appear during the summer monsoon at all the three
stations investigated. In effect, the contribution of the increase
in heavy events is balanced by a reduction in moderate events
and the monsoon mean rainfall does not show a statistically
significant trend.
The interaction between large-scale monsoon circulation
and the local topography plays a crucial role in determining
the spatial and temporal variability of the rainfall over the
Meghalaya Hills. The location of the Cherrapunji station, on
the highest elevated edge of the first barrier for the summer
monsoon winds, results in its position being very sensitive to a
moisture influx from the adjacent Bay of Bengal. The modification of rainfall amount and spatial pattern by topography
can be very strong over short distances. As a result, stations
which are located leeward, especially, do not always exhibit
the long-term monsoon variability over this area strongly. The
above is also confirmed by our observation that the positive
correlation between the stations’ rainfall levels is not maintained for the highest daily rainfall.
There is no abrupt increase in the extreme rainfall over the
Meghalaya Hills around 1950. However, it is a statistically
significant fact that, generally, in the second half of the twentieth century, we observe a greater number of individual years
with perceptible extreme rainfall events and more pronounced
quasi-periodicity of 10–20 and 30–60 days. Detection of the
30–60-day rainfall periodicity, especially visible during
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extreme monsoon years, indicates that the northwardpropagating component of the MJO can favour the generating
of extreme rainfall events over the Meghalaya Hills. Thus, the
source of deep convection located in the equatorial ocean can
influence atmospheric processes more northward than it was
shown in previous studies.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the
source are credited.
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